URU Publications is as of now advertising our latest book on Australia’s mystery hominins:
“Identifying the Yowie” - 60 Years of Australian Relict Hominology” which is now
available from us or from lulu.com [$55Aud].
The book is the first scientific publication of its
kind on the ‘Yowie’ mystery. Indeed, it is THE
Landmark publication on Australian Relict
Hominology research. This book by-passes runof-the-mill publications that are more
concerned with sightings reports, recent
footprint finds and suspect ‘close encounter’
claims of publicity seekers, to present this
scientifically prepared volume in which is
presented fossil evidence disputing the “out of
Africa” claims of conservative scientists for our
human origins. Instead the authors offer fossil
skull-types of hitherto unknown Australian
primates, fossil skull-types of Australianevolved Australopithecines and Homo erectus
pre-dating African remains; as well as fossil
feet impressions of these races found in
Australia which match those recovered in
Africa. Our mysterious pygmy folk are also
represented by fossil skull-types, fossil feet
impressions which, like those of the larger
hominins just mentioned, match recently-made
impressions found in the Australian bush.
While we research the ‘fossil foundations’ of Australian relict hominology, Heather
and I also study present-day comparisons between Yowie feet casts and those of their fossil
ancestor, Homo erectus, and that includes present-day feet cast comparisons with fossil
examples of ‘Yahoo’ - Australopithecine forms.
The dietary habits of our relic hominins, musculation and bodily movements as well as
other anatomical information, as well as a mass of scientifically-based information awaits the
reader. It is a book that any sensible researcher, or anyone contemplating becoming part of this
Scientific field [and it is a science!] should read. And anyone seeking helpful advice on the
Yowie/Relict Hominology should approach us for the scientific facts. Our address is: Dr [hc]
Rex Gilroy PhD; Professor of History [hc] “Australian Yowie Research Centre” PO Box 202
Katoomba 2780. Phone )2 47 823441; Mysterious Australia.com; Facebook: rex and heather
gilroys mysterious Australia; Email: randhgilroy1044 @gmail.com.
Yowie research we first created by me at age 14 and am still going strong at 77 years
of age – the general public and other investigators don’t call me “Rex the Yowie Man” for
nothing!
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